A structure for implementing lapped transforms with time-varying block sizes is presented which allows full orthogonality of the transient transforms. The formulation is based on a factorization of the transfer matrix into orthogonal factors. Such an approach can be viewed as a sequence of stages with variableblock-size transforms separated by sample-shu ing delay stages. Details and design examples for a rst order system are presented.
Introduction
The choice of a block size in transform coding is a trade-o between time and frequency resolutions. Although not always explicitely pointed, a variable block size is a local adaptation aiming to obtain a better projection of the signal on the time-frequency plane. The block size dictates the trade-o . Larger blocks mean coarser time resolution and narrower subbands, while small blocks mean better time localization and worse frequency resolution. Block transforms of variable sizes can beeasily applied to images as the problem is simpli ed to a tiling of the image into rectangular regions. We address the issues of perfect reconstruction PR and orthogonality using a lapped transform LT 1 , i.e. a paraunitary uniform FIR lter bank PUFB 2 , instead of a block transform. A n umber of recent papers deal with time-varying lter banks 3 6 . However, few address a general framework to change the numberofchannels with orthogonality in the transitions and often the mechanism for change is applied to the lter coe cients. Here, as in 3 , the change occurs in the structural factors that compose the lter bank. Hence, the transforms and the transitions are inherently orthogonal. We do not use boundary lters nor do we segment the signal into independent sections.
Lapped transforms
M-channel LTs can be described through their respective polyphase transfer matrices PTM 2 the transfer matrix relating the M polyphase components of the input signal to the M subbands. The block size is 1 The author was with The Univ. of Texas at Arlington. He is now with Xerox Corp. E-mail: queiroz@wrc.xerox.com 2 The author is with The Univ. of Texas at Arlington. E-mail: rao@ee.uta.edu M and the length of the lters is assumed to beL=N M .The entries of the PTM have terms of order N , 1, i.e. polynomials up to z ,N+1 . The PTM Ez is assumed paraunitary such that E ,1 z = E T z , 1 .
In other words, it is unitary in the unit circle z = e j! , and the analysis system leading the polyphase components to the subbands is lossless. For N = 1 and real coe cients it is clear that the PTM is a regular orthogonal matrix. The PTM can be parameterized using a cascade of delays and orthogonal stages as Ez = B 0 h ij m; nx j m , n: 3 We cannot say that Y i z = H ij z;mX j z, by using h ij m; n to replace the coe cients of H ij z;m.
However, because of the usual assumption of invariant lters, H ij z is often viewed as a description of an implementation algorithm and we simplify the notation by using H ij z;m to represent the lter coe cients at instant m. Therefore, z ,1 may be viewed in a strictly systemic approach meaning a delay of the input, Then, we change the block size number of channels from M 1 = 2u to M 2 = 2v. As we discussed, the transition must contain blocks with size di erent than M 1 or M 2 . We present two distinct switching methods in Fig. 1 . In this gure, the number of samples carried in each branch is indicated. Fig. 1a shows the original con guration at instant m, for the M 1 -channel case. Fig. 1b shows the desired con guration the M 2 -channel case. In the hard switch method shown in Fig. 1c, Hence, we w ork directly with a fast implementation algorithm, which is maintained. The MLT is just an example, and the generality of the framework allows us to replace it by a n y other LT.
The design examples in Fig. 2 show the transition lters for a switch from a 4-channel MLT to an 8-channel MLT. In the hard switch method there are 2 transition lter banks, one with 4 channels and 10 taps and the other with 8 channels and 14 taps. If the soft switch is applied, there is only one transition lter bank with 6 channels and 12 taps. In both cases, the transition lters were optimized for maximum coding gain of the instantaneous lter bank 3 7 for an AR1 spectrum with correlation coe cient 0.95. 3 Note that the transitory LTs are not required to be cosine-modulated lter banks. However, the lower-frequency basis functions of these transforms resemble the bases of the MLT, while the higher frequency bases which have less signi cance to the coding gain do not.
Remarks
Filter banks can be associated in such a w a y as to construct discrete wavelet and wavelet packets transforms.
The association of these lter banks follows the paths of a tree. By dynamically pruning or expanding branches of the tree, one can continuously reshape the tree-paths. Such an approach is a time-varying wavelet packet transform. In this fashion, one can obtain a better tiling of the time-frequency plane. Often, the process is applied to a xed binary tree. Each node is either a leaf or it is split into two branches generating two child nodes. The extension to M-ary trees is trivial, but the problem is still reduced to an on-o decision prune or expand branches. Pruning a branch can be viewed as applying a 1-channel lter bank. Using LTs with time-varying block size numberofchannels we can achieve a m uch enhanced tiling of the time frequency plane. This is done by not only deciding upon pruning a branch or not, but also by deciding the numberofchannels to assign to each node in the tree including the 1-channel case. As the decision is no longer a binary problem, an enhanced tiling can be achieved.
In a one-node version of the time-varying wavelet-packet we can use a single variable size transform for image compression 8, 9 . Variable block size coding and quadtrees have been successfully used to encode images 8 11 . The approach described here can be readily applied to replace the DCT in 8, 9 . Also, it can be combined with the approaches described in 10, 11 , by encoding the variable-block-size partitions of the image in the LT domain. 3 The optimization was carried by factorizing each orthogonal matrix as a product of plane rotations and by applying a non-linear unconstrained optimization to the degrees of freedom rotation angles. The optimization algorithm selected uses simplex search and is provided by M A TLAB 4.2c. for maximum coding gain. L is the length in taps of the lters.
